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Experience the museum’s variety

Delicious food
Enjoy a three-course dinner in a pleasant atmosphere 
in our hotel restaurant in Sinsheim. 

The museums come to life
From April to October, interesting and exciting vehicle 
meetings and events take place at the museums: The Agri 
Historica, the Ostalgic and US Car meeting  as well as our 
beloved motorbike weekend in Sinsheim or the 
Benzingespräche, the legendary BRAZZELTAG and the 
Science Fiction Treffen in Speyer - a look at the 
museums‘ calendar of events is always worthwhile. 
    

Celebrate with us in the midst of unique rarities
Our museums offer the right venue for every occasion in 
fascinating surroundings.

For an individual offer please contact our respective event 
department:

Technik Museum Speyer:
Ralph Oerder:  
+49 6232 6708-51
oerder@technik-museum.de
 
Technik Museum Sinsheim:
Susanne Rieder: 
+49 7261 9299-11 
rieder@technik-museum.de

eventmuseum.de 

Group offers

EVENT

Contact us

Sales Department
Christina Lotz
Technik Museen Sinsheim Speyer
Museumsplatz
74889 Sinsheim
+4972619299-38
sales@technik-museum.de

Register your group online:
technik-museum.de/groups
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...morgendort
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discover more



Day Pass
Admission to Technik Museum Sinsheim or Speyer as well as 
an IMAX documentary in the IMAX 3D cinema or IMAX DOME 
cinema               23,00 € 

Guided tour (120 min)             (lump) 95,00 €
maximum group size upon request.

        
Lunch 11:30 am - 2 pm
1 meal of your choice + 0,3l soft drink 15,00 €

Bistro* 2 pm - 6 pm
1 curry sausage with fries + 0,3l soft drink 10,00 €

Coffee & Cake starting 2:30 pm
1 piece of cake of your choice + 1 hot drink              7,50 €

Three-course menu 11:30 am - 2pm
Menu of your choice, service included, excl. drinks 
Adult menu              38,00 €  

Do you already know our museum membership in the
Förderverein der Technik Museen Sinsheim Speyer? 
Find out more about our interesting member´s 
benefits on our website:
technik-museum.de/verein     
         
             Annual membership fee ab 60,00 € 

MUSEUM SINSHEIM

MUSEUM SPEYER

Stay overnight at the museum
Combine both museums with an overnight stay at the 
Hotel Speyer am Technik Museum or the 4* Hotel Sinsheim 
including breakfast.                        

For an individual accommodation offer please 
contact our hotels:

4* Hotel Sinsheim 
+49 7261 4064-0  
reservierung@hotel-sinsheim.de 

Hotel Speyer am Technik Museum
+49 62326 708-0  
reservierung@hotel-speyer.de 

Effective November 2022. 
Prices valid from 1.1.2023. Subject to change. 
Our general terms and conditions apply.

* The service Bistro can only be booked in Sinsheim.

Group Offers
[Prices valid per person with a group size of 15 persons min.]

IMAX CINEMAS

HOTEL

The world´s most immersive movie experience
 
At the IMAX 3D cinema in Sinsheim you can experience 
the latest blockbusters and impressive documentaries in 
the world´s sharpest cinema with brilliant 3D projection 
technology and state-of-the-art laser 4k technology. 
 · Popular IMAX documentaries: Planet Power, 

 Wunder der Tiefe, Wild America

At the IMAX DOME cinema in Speyer – one of its kind 
in Germany - you can enjoy spectacular documentaries 
projected onto a gigantic dome screen.
 · Popular IMAX documentaries: Apollo 11 (OV), 

 Südpazifik, Magic of Flight.

Technik Museen Sinsheim Speyer offer technology from 
underwater to outer space: 365 days a year on 200,000 m2, 
over 6,000 exhibits await you in a variety that is one of its 
kind in the world.

Set up in take-off position on the museum‘s roof, the two 
walk-in supersonic jets Concorde and Tupolev Tu-144 tower 
above the motorized contemporary witnesses. Hundreds of 
magnificent classic cars of all makes and eras:
 · Formula 1 legends and motorcycle classics
 · awesome sports cars and record-breaking vehicles
 · a military exhibition and huge locomotives
 · classic automobiles and walk-in aircrafts
 · American Dream Cars
 · historic organs and much more.

Here you can experience Europe‘s largest manned space 
exhibition, walk on the wing of a Jumbo jet and explore the 
engine room of a submarine. In Speyer, one sensation chases 
the next:
 · the space shuttle Buran and an original lunar rock 
 · countless airplanes and helicopters 
 · a naval exhibition and huge locomotives 
 · classic automobiles and fire engines
 · impressive organs and large orchestras 
 · the Wilhelmsbau Museum with the „Lindenstraße“ 

 exhibition and much more. 


